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BE SMART.
RUN SHARP.
Edges for graders and snow plows
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Make your own way
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55°–70°

One small change for your
machine, a giant revolution for your job
The way lies open for new angles that sharpen the job and create new possibilities.
Olofsfors will do everything to help you make the leap to a more efficient job everyday. This change is easy to achieve – just get the Olofsfors edge system and learn to
master the full benefits.
Your future is somewhere between 50 and 70 degrees. And it’s profitable, for sure.

Olofsfors complete system of sharp edges
for graders and snow plows is now
sharqedges
Reduced wear on the
grader and tires
Reduced fuel consumtion
and CO2 pollution
Improved plowing/grading performance and increased productivity
Complete system: all road
conditions, winter and
summer, grader and plows

Self-sharpening

Improved operator
environment
Quick Mount System:
low downtime and
high flexibility

RUN sharp. You are truly worth it

55°–70° OPERATING
technique

The Sharp Quick
Mount Edge System

Quick MOUNTING

The SharqEdges operating technique –
“Sharqing” - is to run with a selfsharpening edge angle and to cut and lift instead
of scrape and push. It takes some training
to operate a grader with SharqEdges –
but it’s worth it. Grader operators familiar
with SharqEdges outperform any operator
using traditional thicker blades and techniques. SharqEdges equipped operators
slice with the grader, like a knife through
butter, achieving results that are truly a cut
above the rest.

Olofsfors SharqEdges is a sharp quick
mount edge system for motor graders
and snow plows. A complete toolbox of
cutting edges for all road maintenance winter and summer - and a way of working
more efficiently. SharqEdges has many
advantages over traditional thicker blade
types for motor graders and plows. Instead
of scraping and pushing the ice, snow or
gravel, SharqEdges cuts, lifts and rolls the
material off the road surface with
far less downward pressure.

P300™ Original

P300™ rubber

P300™ slush

The unique and versatile universal edge
that works in all conditions – ice, snow
and gravel. It can be mounted as a front
or underbody edge on motor graders,
trucks and tractor plows.

Has all the advantages of the P300™
Original but the holes are filled with rubber so that snow cannot pass through. It
is a perfect choice for grading or plowing
all type of white snow/ice packed roads.

A two-in-one solution. Clears slush and
light snow and can cut hard ice as well.
Unique combination of sharp, hard teeth
and cleaning flexible rubber. Perfect
choice for slushy road conditions with
hard ice underneath.

Flat Edges OF500/OF600

Viking serrated edges

HMS 3000™

Edge designed for graders and snowplows. The reversible design makes it
most cost effective. This edge is an
excellent choice for general grading,
mixing and snow removal. The OF600
is very durable.

Flat serrated super sharp long tooth ice
edge provides ultimate penetration in all
ice conditions.

Operates with a minimal contact area,
allowing very low downward pressure on
the edge. Comprises one solid piece with
integrated support for maximum stability.

The SharqEdges quick mounting solution
makes your operations faster and more
flexible by minimizing the time needed
to change edges. Any motor grader
and most snow plows can be converted
to SharqEdges. By mounting an adaptor plate on the grader mold board it is
possible to quick mount any SharqEdges
edge on to it. You gain access to a complete toolbox of reversible edges for all
conditions and seasons.
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70°

Your future!

55°

BE SMART. RUN SHARP.
When the weather’s is fighting furiously with everyone and everything. When you barely remember if it is morning or evening.
That’s when you really want to work smart. So you can cross off
great jobs at the end of the day. Smile at lower fuel costs. Enjoy
less wear on your gears. Work smart and stop cursing difficult
blade changes. And get a warm “thank you” from your back and
muscles after an extra-long working shift on the road.
RUN sharp. You are truly worth it.

Keep your cutting edge sharp.
And work more effeciently.
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